
Utilizing a Novel Microfluidic Technology to Enable Robust and Rapid 
“Hands-Off” Library Preparation For Human Whole Genomes

Introduction

Data used in this poster was generated at the Broad Institute, for more 
information visit: http://genomics.broadinstitute.org
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Conclusions

● Aeros reproducibly generates library 
yields (nM, by QPCR) equivalent to 
manual benchtop experiments from 
100ng to 200ng input of sheared 
NA12878 DNA, using ⅓ of reagent 
volume. 

● Low operator to operator variability. 

PCR-Free Whole Genome Library Preparation

The aeros technology reproducibility generated PCR-Free libraries in less time, 
with less DNA input, and ⅓ the reagent volume. On sequencer, these libraries 
outperformed those made with Broad’s standard automated plate-based method. 

We believe this technology has the potential to be applied to a wider variety of 
applications, including DNA extractions and targeted methods, and could enable 
rapid turnaround applications for clinical research. 
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Plate based automated 
libraries achieve 97.95% Het 
SNP Sensitivity in 106.6 Gb

Aeros libraries reach same Het 
SNP Sensitivity in only 90.3 Gb

Current Clinical Genome 
Sequencing Goal
95% bases at ≥20X Aeros libraries achieve 

95% at 20X with 4.8 Gb 
less sequencing

~$50 savings per sample 
with NovaSeq S4 to 
reach 95% at 20X

Aeros PCR-Free libraries require less sequencing to 
reach clinical coverage goal of 95% bases ≥20X

Aeros PCR-Free libraries achieve same SNP 
sensitivity with less sequencing 

● % of ligation efficiency was calculated from Bioanalyzer trace: 
       [(fully ligated) / (unligated + partially ligated +  fully ligated)] x 100

● On average, aeros libraries showed a 1.4 fold increase in ligation efficiency

Aeros reduces reagent volumes to 1/3 with no 
reduction in library yield

Aeros libraries have comparable library specifications
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Broad PCR-Free Library Prep Workflow Workflow Using Aeros

Inter-System Study Inter-Operator Study 

Reproducibility/repeatability study:  200ng sheared NA12878 DNA input 

Broad GP Pipeline Aeros

Input to Library Prep ≥200 ng 100 - 200 ng

Reagent Volume Full volume 1/3 volume

Gb for 95% Bases ≥20X 106.6 Gb 101.3 Gb

Gb for 97.95% SNP Sens 106.6 Gb 90.3 Gb

Library Prep Time ~3.5 hrs 2.5 hrs

User Interventions Required 12 2 (load & unload)

● Using a PhiX 397bp amplicon input, the enzymatic steps (End Repair/ A-tailing; 
Adapter ligation) were carried out on aeros and compared to a fully manual 
library preparation. 

● 19 aeros PCR-Free libraries were sequenced to various coverages and 
compared to 515 Broad plate bases automated PCR-Free libraries.

● Aeros libraries achieved 95% at 20X with ~4.8 Gb less sequencing.
● For NovaSeq S4, that is a potential cost savings of ~$50 per sample.

● With ever decreasing sequencing costs, Broad Genomics has seen an 
increased demand for clinical and research whole genome (WGS) offerings.

● In collaboration with Miroculus, we applied the Miroculus aeros™ microfluidic 
technology to achieve rapid hands-off and robust PCR-Free WGS library 
preparation. 

● Aeros performs all sample manipulation steps including enzyme additions, 
incubations, and magnetic bead-based clean ups, offering an automated and 
fully integrated “sample in, library out” solution while minimizing user error, 
cross contamination, and sample swaps. 

● We report successful implementation of the Broad PCR-free whole genome 
workflow on the aeros technology, demonstrating reproducibility, repeatability, 
and the ability to achieve similar results to plate-based methods with less DNA 
input and lower reagent volumes.

● Aeros libraries achieve same SNP sensitivity in ~16 Gb less sequencing.
● This may provide an opportunity to further reduce costs if we can reduce target 

coverage to lower than 95% at 20X and maintain SNP calling sensitivity.

● Aeros technology utilizes electromechanical forces for manipulating fluids 
across a surface of patterned electrodes in an automated fashion. This 
technology integrates key operations to perform a wide range of processes:  


